There, They’re, Their Worksheet from www.theretheyretheir.com

_____ is a store that sells those.
- They’re
- There
- Their

Do you know what color _____ eyes are?
- They’re
- There
- Their

We should use the ladder to get up _____.
- They’re
- There
- Their

Do you think _____ getting a new car?
- They’re
- There
- Their

Put that suitcase over _____.
- They’re
- There
- Their

I have been reading _____ book every night.
- They’re
- There
- Their

It is _____ fault we can’t go.
- They’re
- There
- Their

Where are my socks? I know _____ here somewhere.
- They’re
- There
- Their

I think _____ going to the lake.
- They’re
- There
- Their